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ABSTRACT

Background Nasal fractures present in 39% of patients with facial trauma. These patients are assessed in the emergency department followed by out-patient review in the senior house officer-led emergency ear, nose and throat (ENT) clinic. Inadequate treatment of nasal trauma can result in debilitating functional and aesthetic problems. Inexperienced junior doctors may be apprehensive in assessing nasal trauma resulting in time pressured clinics and suboptimal management.

Measures A retrospective review of clinical notation over 3 months was carried out to gauge the extent of the problem. Three baseline measurements for satisfactory quality of assessments included: (1) 3/5 key symptoms elicited by the clinician (epistaxis, rhinorrhea, nasal airway obstruction, dental malocclusion and diplopia). (2) Presence/absence of ‘septal haematoma’ (SH) and ‘deviated nasal septum’ (DNS) documented. (3) Patient follow-up within 2 weeks of the initial injury. Three Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles were conducted with implementation of interventions (proforma, clinic poster, patient information leaflet and training) as visualised in our ‘driver diagram’.

Results The quality of nasal trauma assessments improved following each intervention. There was an increase from 86% to 100% patients being seen within 2 weeks of the injury. There was an improvement in quality of assessments following the teaching as two-thirds (PDSA cycle 2) followed by 100% (PDSA cycle 3) of clinical documentation included ‘rhinorrhea’ and 83% (PDSA cycle 2) to 100% (PDSA cycle 3) included ‘nasal airway obstruction’. Similarly, two thirds (PDSA cycle 2) followed by 100% (PDSA cycle 3) examined and documented the presence/absence of SH and DNS. A 100% improvement in trainee confidence was reported. We are now conducting more comprehensive assessments of nasal trauma patients.

Conclusion The need to provide relevant training and support to ENT junior doctors is crucial in their development, as well as to ensure delivery of high-quality patient-centred care.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This improvement activity took place in a busy Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) department within a 1213-bed major trauma centre in the UK. Presently, there is limited evidence and no specific guidelines to provide a standard of care for nasal fracture patients. Therefore, junior doctors with little prior ENT experience may find themselves perplexed when assessing such injuries.

Violent crime and antisocial behaviour in Birmingham is on the rise; we found assault and violence the most common causes of nasal injuries in our patient cohort. The ENT senior house officer (SHO) on-call would book nasal trauma patients into the SHO-led emergency clinic for further assessment or management; these clinics occurred daily and each appointment lasted 30 minutes. SHOs found nasal trauma patients difficult to assess as they were unsure of what constitutes ‘comprehensive’ assessment and if management such as a manipulation under anaesthesia (MUA) was required which would then require senior input thus adding time-pressure to an already busy clinic. Care was not standardised, thus, the project team designed assessment tools to enable junior doctors to carry out more robust assessments of nasal injuries and standardise care.

BACKGROUND

Nasal fractures are the most common type of facial fractures and frequently present to the emergency department (ED). They can be part of more serious facial injuries or an isolated injury following physical altercations. Regardless of the nature of the injury, correct assessment and management must be carried out for all patients to avoid complications and provide good aesthetic outcomes. Key issues surrounding inexperienced junior doctors assessing this patient cohort are: unnecessary investigations, inadequate documentation and inappropriate acute management or follow-up arrangements. Another example of insufficient assessment includes overlooking the need to differentiate an acute deformity.
from a pre-existing chronic deformity as this will make a MUA difficult thereby altering management.\textsuperscript{8}

There are presently no robust, user-friendly tools that exist to allow standardised and efficient assessment and management of nasal trauma patients thus presenting a challenge for junior doctors in deciding how to approach the patient. In our hospital, this resulted in a registrar being contacted to assist in clinic. If registrars were readily available, then it became a possible training opportunity as per Kolb’s experiential learning cycle, although the value of experiential learning is limited without appropriate reflection and conceptualisation.\textsuperscript{9} It is important to note that due to time pressures and the need to prioritise patient safety, Halsted’s ‘see one, do one, teach one’ model may no longer be an appropriate method for practical skills training.\textsuperscript{9, 10} If registrars were not immediately available to assist in clinic then this caused clinic delays and patient frustration.

There is limited evidence to suggest an accurate time for nasal trauma patient follow-up, however, the general consensus among experts is reassessment within 7–10 days (ideally within a 2-week window) from the day of injury.\textsuperscript{11–13} The reason for the delay in re-reviewing patients is to allow oedema to subside, at which point nasal deformities are easier to assess and closed reduction can be considered.\textsuperscript{14} Finally, clinician training and patient education may be essential tools to optimise clinic appointments.\textsuperscript{15} For example, predesigned proformas aid in diminishing errors due to human factors in time pressured situations.\textsuperscript{16}

**Design**

The need for a sustainable assessment tool was apparent to enable junior doctors to better assess patients and so a proforma was developed by a team consisting of a SHO, Registrar and an ENT consultant. We aimed to improve the quality of care for nasal trauma patients in the ENT SHO-led emergency clinic to ensure timely management, accurate assessment and documentation of key symptoms and examination findings during all nasal trauma consultations. The proforma could be used flexibly in the form of a hard copy which is then scanned into ‘clinical portal’ (our local patients’ electronic records system) or as a framework to document consultations in the traditional clinical noting system; this made it a simple and sustainable tool.

**Context**

The patient group was selected by identifying patients with suspected nasal fracture who had been booked into the SHO-led emergency clinic between June and August 2017. Patients were booked into this clinic following:

i. Direct review by the ENT on-call SHO in ED or

ii. Direct review by an ED doctor who contacts the ENT SHO over the phone to request an emergency ENT clinic appointment.

Initial data collection involved retrospective review of emergency ENT clinic noting of nasal trauma patients to gauge the extent of the problem. A data spreadsheet was created to capture objective related baseline measurements. Over the 3 months period, 58 nasal trauma patients were identified. Out of 58 patients, one was seen in Maxillo-facial (MaxFacs) clinic due to extent of injuries. 14 patients did not attend their appointments and so a total of 43 clinic notes were reviewed to establish baseline measurements. The implementation of the tools (see below) developed from this project, specifically the proforma, was monitored. During the project, new junior doctors joined the team, they were educated and signposted to the proforma and other tools by senior members of the team. Additionally, the project was presenting again, 6 months following the initial work.

**Interventions**

**Proforma**

A driver diagram (figure 1) was used to develop additional ideas for our improvement strategy, including the assessment proforma. The proforma documents the date, specific time the clinic appointment started and patient demographics. The time aspect was important as we postulated that nasal trauma patients, due to the nature of their injury, would be more time consuming especially if an inexperienced junior doctor rightfully contacted the
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*Figure 1* Driver diagram showing the development of intervention ideas. ENT, ear, nose and throat; MUA, manipulation under anaesthesia; PIL, patient information leaflet; SHO, senior house officer.
Registrar for assistance. The proforma then asks about nasal trauma in the past as this can significantly increase the difficulty of the reduction, if needed, due to previously healed fracture. The nose is a crucial aesthetic component to the face—based on this and discussions with patients we incorporated ‘aesthetic perception’ in the assessment proforma. To supplement this, the proforma suggests reviewing an old photograph to assess the nasal profile of the patient, if available and time permitting (see online supplementary file).

Key associated symptoms are tabulated for selection by circling the applicable symptom and further investigations, if relevant, are recommended. For example, if a patient complains of clear, watery nasal discharge, the proforma suggests considering a B-transferrin sample to test for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The second page of the proforma focuses primarily on the examination features based on external examination and internal rhinoscopy. Finally, the ‘plan’ section of the proforma documents consent and if any procedures were carried out. A brief patient education table prompts clinicians to provide key post-injury management information. Finally, the clinician signs and dates the proforma with documentation of the time the patient left the clinic room.

Other Interventions

Additional interventions were developed during the project to further enhance the patient experience and improve team morale and confidence. A registrar-led nasal trauma teaching session was arranged for all ENT junior doctors. The session covered nasal anatomy, managing referrals, key aspects of assessment, carrying out a MUA and legality issues surrounding nasal injuries. Junior doctors were also educated on use of the proforma. Pre-session and post-session questionnaire data was collated. The expert group designed and created a clinic poster titled: ‘MUA of Nasal Bones under Local Anaesthetic’. This was formatted in a clear flowchart arrangement and displayed in clinic as a quick reference guide. However, SHOs were still encouraged to call the on-call registrar if they required extra support or did not feel comfortable carrying out a MUA. A specialist group of two consultant Rhinologists were asked to independently review the patient information leaflet (PIL) which was developed for clinic. Prior to our project, no PIL existed for patient education on nasal injuries. Once the content was proof-checked, the leaflet was approved and processed by the Patient Information Group (see online supplementary files 2a and 2b).

Measures

**Baseline measurement 1: to assess history taking and documentation**

We classified consultations where at least 3/5 key symptoms (epistaxis, rhinorrhoea, nasal airway obstruction, dental malocclusion and diplopia) were asked by the clinician to be deemed satisfactory. These symptoms were selected based on the research team’s clinical knowledge, experience and was in keeping with available evidence—the presence of these symptoms may indicate the need for further investigation and management of the nasal trauma.\(^\text{17} \text{18}\)

Rhinorrhoea and airway obstruction had to constitute two of the symptoms elicited otherwise the history was deemed unsatisfactory; this is because airway obstruction is an indication for formal rhinoplasty under the National Health Service (NHS) and therefore important to establish during consultation and CSF rhinorrhoea is a serious complication of craniofacial fractures.\(^\text{19}\) Up to 80% of patients with CSF rhinorrhoea have an associated facial fracture and are at risk of infections such as Meningitis.\(^\text{20}\)

Thus, it is crucial to ask patients if they have noticed any ‘watery nasal discharge’ and if a sample was collected. If so, the sample can be tested for beta-transferrin which would indicate the presence of CSF. We found that only six clinic notes had documented asking at least 3/5 key questions in the history and only two of these consultation notes included both rhinorrhoea and nasal airway obstruction.

**Baseline measurement 2: to assess examination findings and documentation**

The clinic notes were evaluated to assess the quality of nasal examinations. The team identified septal haematoma (SH) and deviated nasal septum (DNS) as crucial examination findings, without which the consultation would be deemed unsatisfactory. This is because a SH requires rapid evacuation to prevent an abscess/necrosis which, subsequently, causes nasal collapse and deformity. The presence of DNS has been shown to be a predictor of failure of closed reduction and need for revision septorhinoplasty therefore it is important to document and counsel the patient appropriately.\(^\text{21}\) 12/43 (28%) clinical documentation included both SH and DNS. Some noting was ambiguous and used words such as cartilage which may refer to alar cartilage or septal cartilage therefore these were considered unsatisfactory.

**Baseline measurement 3: to assess timely management**

Patients’ presenting time to the ENT SHO-led clinic after the injury ranged between 3 and 24 days (mean 10.1 days) which is beyond the optimal 2-week window of following injury. 37 patients (86%) were seen within 2 weeks of injury. We widely disseminated the above findings via email and through presentation at the monthly ENT departmental meeting. Following discussions, the nasal trauma proforma was developed for use in clinic. We continued to measure the quality of assessments against the proforma and developed additional tools based on the data collected. We wanted to objectively assess clinic appointment time pressures by noting the time-in and time-out of each clinical appointment. Unfortunately, we found this was poorly documented and results were unrealistic.
STRATEGY
Plan-Do-Study-Act Cycle 1
We aimed to improve the quality of care for nasal trauma patients in the ENT SHO-led emergency clinic to ensure timely management, accurate assessment and documentation of key symptoms and examination findings during all nasal trauma consultations through the proforma. The proforma was presented, along with current evidence and expert consensus around nasal injury management, in a monthly departmental meeting and was made available as open access to all ENT SHOs. As predicted, the proforma was well received in the department and junior doctors were keen to use it in the clinical setting.

Plan-Do-Study-Act Cycle 2
The aim of the second cycle was to further improve outcomes from proforma use through a registrar led teaching programme which was delivered to all SHOs. Pre-teaching and post-teaching questionnaire data showed an increase in trainee confidence in history taking and examination from 0% (very confident), to 100% (fairly-very confident). Junior doctors provided exceptional ‘free text’ feedback supporting the use of the proforma. Suggestions from the feedback highlighted that SHOs may benefit from additional tools such as a PIL and clinic poster on MUA. A fifth of SHOs reported that the outcomes from this project were contributing to off-locd clinic time pressures; perhaps due to increased confidence in managing nasal trauma patients through training and guidance tools.

Plan-Do-Study-Act Cycle 3
We created a PIL and a ‘Carrying out a MUA of Nasal Bones under Local Anaesthetic’ poster. These tools were displayed in clinic rooms and circulated to all SHOs via email. The poster was a reference tool to assist clinicians already competent in carrying out MUA, otherwise junior doctors were encouraged to continue to seek advice from the on-call Registrar if needed. A reminder system was put in place in the form of a poster on the ward and doctors’ office which showed how to navigate the computer system to locate the assessment tools.

The only issue that remained was the last section of the proforma (‘patient education’). On discussion with SHOs it was felt that aspects of ‘patient education’ were inapplicable to some patients. For example, advice surrounding avoiding contact sport is inappropriate for an elderly patient with a nasal injury after a fall. This was taken into consideration and it was decided that patient education prompts would remain in the proforma but should be discussed on a patient-specific basis.

RESULTS
Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) Cycle 1: with successful uptake of the proforma, we noted an increase from 86% to 100% patients being seen within 2 weeks of the injury. No improvement was noted in eliciting one of the key features (rhinorrhea) in the history. However, for the other key feature (airway obstruction), 100% of consultations documented ‘airway obstruction’ in the history. A quarter of clinic appointments recorded both DNS and SH in clinical noting; however, this was an improvement from baseline. No one documented the ‘time in’ or ‘time out’ of appointments however, all junior doctors did record the management outcome from which the clinic time pressures may be determined. PDSA Cycle 2: following the registrar led teaching programme, the number of patients seen within 2 weeks of their injury decreased from 100% in the previous cycle to 83%. Detailed analysis showed that this was due to patient factors such as patients being unable to attend earlier appointments (within 2-week window period) due to planned commitments. Additionally, there was an improvement in quality of assessments following the teaching as 67% of clinical documentation now included ‘rhinorrhoea’ and 83% included ‘nasal airway obstruction’. Similarly, two-thirds of consultations included the presence/absence of SH and DNS. PDSA Cycle 3: At this stage, the quality of documentation was of a high standard. All consultations now included documentation of ‘airway obstruction’ and ‘rhinorrhoea’. Documentation of all key symptoms listed in the proforma occurred in 100% of consultations; notably 75% of consultation included all five of the symptoms listed in the proforma.

DISCUSSION
Summary
Through this project we learnt to appreciate the value in continued evaluation of recommendations which ensured that recommendations were effectively utilised and provided maximum benefit. The quality of nasal trauma assessments improved significantly following each intervention. Outcomes showed that the proforma was effective in ensuring timely assessment of patients (100%) in comparison to baseline data (86%). Once clinicians had been trained in using the proforma, they formally reported being more confident in managing such patients in clinic. Clinical documentation became more comprehensive and included key features in the history and examination of these patients as set out in our aims (figure 2). The need to book patients into emergency clinic within a 2-week window was highlighted to junior doctor through subsequent PDSA cycles and this was reflected in practice.

Interpretation
There is a gap in the availability of guidelines/protocols for assessment and management of nasal trauma and the need for such guidance has already been highlighted in literature. We found that front line staff (junior doctors) promoted the implementation of our proforma and additional tools as guidelines for clinical encounters, specifically for use in the clinic setting. The support for these assessment tools has also been reflected in the improvements in outcome measures during this project. Although
not part of the formal measures, additional parameters demonstrated a 15% increase in discussions regarding the patient’s aesthetic perception of their nose and an increase in the proportion of junior doctors enquiring about epistaxis (increase from 86% to 100%). The observed outcomes were as anticipated with the quality of nasal trauma assessments improving significantly.

Limitations
Our primary outcome measure (quality of care) was challenging to interpret as it was a multicomponent. A major limitation was that the duration of each clinic appointment was not accurately recorded. Therefore, the data was not suitable for interpretation. The reason for this is because the clinic computer system allows the clinician to select new patients without completing the ‘finish form’ of their current patient; therefore, often these forms are missed or completed at a later stage. This was discussed during our second PDSA cycle and it was thought that timing a clinic appointment is not always prioritised and it is sufficient to note improvement in clinic time pressure based on experiences of front-line staff. Thus, by improving efficiency by means such as education and provision of assessment tools, we may also overcome the issue of time pressured clinics. Finally, our outcome measures showed some variation that may be as a result of subjective interpretation of the proforma however we endeavoured to tackle this through the teaching programme.

Implementation challenges included: ensuring awareness and motivation among doctors to comply with recommendations and Patient Information Group authorisation to enable poster and PIL use. From this, we learnt that implementation of change is a slow process involving many steps and multiple teams. Discussion with key individuals (junior doctors) is useful in identifying and overcoming implementation barriers. A major barrier was the accessibility of the proforma which we overcame through displaying posters in the doctors’ ward office and in clinic to guide doctors to the correct folder on the computers.

If this project was repeated, we would highlight the importance of time keeping to junior doctors from the start as incorrect documentation invalidated time keeping data. It is important to note that team culture and motivation are also key contributors to sustainability. The sample sizes for subsequent PDSA cycles would be greater by carrying out data collection over a longer period of time. Finally, we would appoint a ‘quality improvement champion’ for this project. This would be a registrar and the role would involve educating future SHOs to ensure key messages are retained and so that they may benefit from the recommendations from this work.

CONCLUSIONS
Nasal fractures are commonly assessed by ENT junior doctors; who acknowledged not feeling confident in assessing these patients, thereby potentially compromising patient safety as well as their clinical development. This project made a significant impact locally by achieving a 100% improvement in trainee confidence and generating more comprehensive patient assessments. We believe that through supportive management in the form of dedicated consultants and registrars and maintenance of team awareness we can ensure sustainability of our quality improvement work. The junior led ENT clinics provide an ample training opportunity and enable development of important skills such as decision-making and communication. However, training cannot be undertaken at the cost of patient safety therefore our recommendations optimise junior doctor training as well as equipping doctors with the necessary tools to ensure high-quality and safe management of patient.

Further work is required to evaluate long term outcomes (formal rhinoplasty) in this patient cohort and whether these patients underwent an operative MUA. Also, more formal/objective assessment of patient satisfaction and feedback would be useful to allow further improvements in our service. Despite moving onto different departments, we ensured this project was continued over the required length of time and we continue to educate and maintain the recommendations as described in this paper. We hope that through the platform of academic forums we can share our new method of practice so our peers may benefit from these innovative assessment tools.
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